
US world’s
biggest supplier
of heavy oil 
refining
byproduct
NEW DELHI: US oil refineries that are
unable to sell a dirty fuel waste product at
home are exporting vast quantities of it to
India instead.

Petroleum coke, the bottom-of-the-bar-
rel leftover from refining Canadian tar sands
crude and other heavy oils, is cheaper and
burns hotter than coal. But it also contains
more planet-warming carbon and far
more heart- and lung-damaging sul-
fur - a key reason few American
companies use it.

Refineries instead are sending it
around the world, especially to ener-
gy-hungry India, which last year got
almost a fourth of all the fuel-grade
“petcoke” the US shipped out, an
AP investigation found. In 2016, the
US sent more than 8 million metric
tons of petcoke to India. That’s
about 20 times more than in 2010,
and enough to fill the Empire State
Building eight times.

The petcoke being burned in countless
factories and plants is contributing to dan-
gerously filthy air in India, which already
has many of the world’s most polluted cities.

Delhi resident Satye Bir does not know
all the reasons Delhi’s air is so dirty, but he
says he feels both fury and resignation. “My
life is finished ... My lungs are finished,” said
the 63-year-old Bir, wheezing as he pulls an

asthma inhaler out of his pocket. “This is
how I survive. Otherwise, I can’t breathe.”

Laboratory tests on imported petcoke
used near New Delhi found it contained 17
times more sulfur than the limit set for coal,
and a staggering 1,380 times more than for
diesel, according to India’s court-appointed
Environmental Pollution Control Authority.
India’s own petcoke, produced domestical-
ly, adds to the pollution. Industry officials
say petcoke has been an important and
valuable fuel for decades, and its use recy-
cles a waste product. Health and environ-
mental advocates, though, say the US is
simply exporting an environmental problem.
The US is the world’s largest producer and
exporter of petcoke, federal and interna-
tional data show.

“We should not become the dust bin of
the rest of the world,” said Sunita Narain, a
member of the pollution authority who also
heads the Delhi-based Center for Science

and the Environment. “We certainly can’t
afford it; we’re choking to death already.”

Embracing tar sands
For more than a century, oil refining has

served as a lifeline in America’s industrial
heartland, where thousands of manufactur-
ing jobs have been lost in recent decades.

In gritty northwest Indiana, a sprawling

oil refinery and steel mills dominate the
Lake Michigan shoreline. Freight trains
chug through working-class neighbor-
hoods. And smokestacks and distillation
towers still symbolize opportunity.

Local officials and workers cheered
when the BP Whiting refinery invested $4.2
billion so it could process crude extracted
from tar sands in the boreal forest of
Alberta, Canada.

US refineries embraced tar sands oil and
other heavy crudes, when domestic oil pro-
duction was stagnant before the hydraulic
fracturing boom. Some of the biggest built
expensive units called cokers to process the
gunky crude into gasoline, diesel, ship fuel
and asphalt, which leaves huge amounts of
petroleum coke as waste. When BP
Whiting’s coker in Whiting, Indiana was fin-
ished in 2013, its petcoke output tripled, to
2.2 million tons a year. Petcoke traditionally
was used in the U.S. to make aluminum and

steel after its impurities were
removed. But when those mills
closed or moved to other countries,
the need for petcoke waned,
although some power plants still use
it. Other industries that had burned
petcoke did not want to invest in
costly upgrades to control higher
emissions of sulfur and other pollu-
tants or switched to cleaner and
cheaper natural gas.

The American Fuel and
Petrochemical Manufacturers, a
petroleum industry trade group,
released a statement to the AP say-

ing that cokers “allow the United States to
export petroleum coke to more than 30
countries to meet growing market demand.”

“Petroleum coke is used globally as a
cost-effective fuel, as well as an integral
component in manufacturing,” AFPM said.

But experts say it’s not market forces
that are driving US refiners to make this
waste product from heavy oil refining. The

refineries just need to get rid of it, and are
willing to discount it steeply - or even take
a loss - which helps drive the demand in
developing countries, experts said.

“It’s a commodity that defies explanation
(because) there’s not a financial market,”
said Stuart Ehrenreich, an oil industry ana-
lyst who once managed petcoke export ter-
minals for Koch Industries. “But at the end
of the day, the coke has got to move.”

So it’s usually priced cheaper than even
coal, sold around the world through a net-
work of businesses - from boat captains
and stevedores to buyers, brokers and mid-
dlemen - and sent on an epic, weeks-long
journey by rail, barge and ship. There are
fewer than a dozen big traders globally.

Among the largest are Oxbow Energy
Solutions and Koch Carbon, both led by
members of the politically conservative and
climate-skeptical Koch family. Neither they
nor a dozen US oil companies and traders
contacted by the AP would talk about pet-
coke. They cited past controversies over the
mountains of the waste stored at Midwest
refineries, or said they wanted to avoid
angering business partners.

In India, no factory managers would
allow AP access, and federal officials did
not respond to repeated requests for inter-
views. With the petcoke market volatile and
competitive, industry holds information
close, hoping to maintain an edge and make
a profit. —AP

KUWAIT: Boursa Kuwait ended last week
with mixed performance. The Price Index
closed at 6,196.50 points, down by 0.69
percent from the week before closing, the
Weighted Index increased by 0.70 percent
after closing at 398.78 points, whereas the
KSX-15 Index closed at 908.54 points up
by 0.25 percent. Furthermore, the week’s
average daily turnover increased by 7.39
percent, compared to the preceding week,
reaching KD 12.28 million, whereas trading
volume average was 64.16 million shares,
recording an increase of 14.11 percent.

The trading activity during the last week
revealed a mixed closing for the three
indices, amid a fluctuated performance,
whereas the Weighted and KSX-15 indices
were able to realize increases supported by
the purchasing operations that included
some leading and heavy stocks, while the
Price Index could not follow its peers, and
ended the week in the red zone affected by
the selling pressures that concentrated on
some small and idle stocks.

In addition, Boursa Kuwait recorded
during the last four sessions of last week
market gains of around KD 150 million, as
the market capitalization for the total listed
stocks in the regular market reached KD
26.67 billion, up by 0.56 percent compared
to its value in a week earlier, where it was
KD 26.52 billion.  On an annual level, the
market cap gains reached 4.98 percent
compared to its value at end of last year,
where it was KD 25.41 billion. 

The market initiated the first session of
the week with mixed gains to its three
indices, which came as a result to the pur-
chasing activity that included many listed
stocks, headed by the leading and opera-
tional ones and contributed in pushing the
market indices to end the session in the
green zone.  However, the second session

witnessed a drop in the three indices, espe-
cially the KSX-15 Index, which lost around
1 percent of its value by the end of the ses-
sion, due to the quick profit collection oper-
ations witnessed by the market during the
session, and were concentrated on the
heavy stocks.

Tuesday’s session witnessed mixed clos-
ings for the three indices, whereas the
Weighted and KSX-15 indices were able to
realize limited growth by the end of the
session, supported by the increases
recorded by some leading stocks, while the
Price Index went against the current and
ended the session in the losses zone; the
market witnessed such performance amid a
noticeable drop in the trading activity of
both the volume and the value, especially
the latter, which reached KD 6.35 million
only, its lowest level since about mid of last
June.   Also, the market indices continued
its fluctuation in the end of week session,
as the Price Index ended the session in the
red zone, adding by such to its losses on
the weekly level, while the Weighted and
KSX-15 indices continued its upward
direction, to end the session in the green
zone, enhancing by such its weekly gains to
a certain extent.

For the annual performance, the Price
Index ended last week recording 7.80 per-
cent annual gain compared to its closing in
2016, while the Weighted Index increased
by 4.92 percent, and the KSX-15 recorded
2.66 percent growth.

Sectors’ Indices
Six of Boursa Kuwait’s sectors ended last

week in the green zone, while other five
recorded decreases, whereas the Health
Care sector’s index closed with no change
from the week before. Last week’s highest
gainer was the Telecommunications sector,

achieving 2.67 percent growth rate as its
index closed at 547.08 points. Whereas, in
the second place, the Consumer Services
sector’s index closed at 919.51 points
recording 2.40 percent increase. The Oil &
Gas sector came in third as its index
achieved 1.49 percent growth, ending the
week at 941.47 points.

On the other hand, The Technology sec-
tor headed the losers list as its index
declined by 10.40 percent to end the
week’s activity at 498.90 points. The
Consumer Goods sector was second on the
losers’ list, which index declined by 4.71
percent, closing at 877.26 points, followed
by the Industrial sector, as its index closed
at 1,705.40 points at a loss of 2.98 per-
cent.The Basic Materials sector was the
least declining as its index closed at
1,236.57 points with a 0.61 percent
decrease. 

Sectors’ Activity
The Financial Services sector dominated

a total trade volume of around 93.45 million
shares changing hands during last week,
representing 36.41 percent of the total mar-
ket trading volume. The Banks sector was
second in terms of trading volume as the
sector’s traded shares were 27.84 percent
of last week’s total trading volume, with a
total of around 71.46 million shares. 

On the other hand, the Banks sector’s
stocks were the highest traded in terms of
value; with a turnover of around KD 24.20
million or 49.29 percent of last week’s total
market trading value. The Financial Services
sector took the second place as the sector’s
last week turnover was approx. KD 8.28
million representing 16.86 percent of the
total market trading value.  — Prepared by:
Studies & Research Department - Bayan
Investment Co.   
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NEW DELHI: Baburam sweeps domestically produced petroleum coke to be
transported onto trucks hired by local factories in Rampur about 210 kilo-
meters (130 miles) from New Delhi. The petcoke being burned in countless
factories and plants is contributing to dangerously filthy air in India, which
already has many of the world’s most polluted cities. —AP


